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The Olympic Games 2007-11-08

this 2nd edition of a highly successful book published in 2000 provides a
comprehensive critical analysis of the olympic games using a multi disciplinary
social science approach this revised edition contains much new data relating to
the sydney 2000 games and their aftermath and preparations for athens 2004 and
beijing 2008 games the book is broad ranging and independent in its coverage
and includes the use of drugs sex testing accusations of power abuse among
members of the ioc the games as a stage for political protest media related
controversies economic costs and benefits of the games and historical conflicts
between organizers and host communities

2010 Winter Olympics 2016-04-08

the transformation of television sport new methods new rules examines how
developments in technology broadcasting rights and regulation combine to
determine what sport we see on television where we can see it and what the
final output looks and sounds like

The Transformation of Television Sport 2010-08-31

olympic event organization is the first text to address a number of important
questions in contemporary mega event management which organizations are
involved in the olympic movement and in what capacity what are the
interorganizational flows of authority and finance between them how is work
grouped in what unit sizes how specialized and formalized are work processes
how complex dynamic diversified or friendly is their environment what are the
power issues and how do the technological processes affect these organizations
how do the ocogs evolve in their life cycle what pressures shape their
structures and management processes and how is work co ordinated the
examination of the olympic games event organization in the 10 year period from
bidding to post games closing down draws material from host cities to explore
the types of interorganizational flows that take place at various stages for
the olympic games to be delivered knowledge transfer from one host city to the
next and an established organizational field also means that management
practises sometimes follow some externally imposed organizing logics the
challenges faced by organizers are discussed and the tensions that a strong
management template from the ioc creates are also examined finally the issue of
sustainability of the olympic games is identified along with an analysis of the
ways in which the concepts of impact are appropriated by the various
stakeholders involved with the olympic games as they attempt to influence
public opinion written in an accessible and insightful manner olympic event
organization is essential reading for both academics and practitioners alike

Olympic Event Organization 2018-10-15

this book explores the connections between women s experiences of and
contributions to sport as a profession product and pastime this collection
brings together insights and experiences from academics activists players and
practitioners to critically reflect upon contemporary women s sport
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Seven Faces of Women's Sport 2017-10-02

lausanne the swiss city ioc international olympic committee president juan
antonio samaranch honored with the title olympic capital in 1994 is now the
administrative capital of world sport the past century has presented olympism
with many challenges and that continues to be the case today the issues may
have changed but they are no less numerous controversies over phony amateurism
the two chinas and the creation of a modern olympia have been resolved only to
be replaced by questions of governance compliance strategy responsible
management the size of the games the scarcity of bids and new forms of doping
and corruption all these themes are examined in the articles that make up this
book published about 100 years after the establishment of the ioc s
headquarters in lausanne this book was originally published as a special
edition of sport in society

From Olympic Administration to Olympic Governance
1995

this book explores the olympics as a communications event in particular it
investigates the role of television in shaping the games into a global media
event it deals with crucial issues related to media technology

Television in the Olympics 2021-12-26

this book provides a critical examination of the origins and development of
stakeholder theory within sport management research and expands the existing
literature by providing insights on stakeholding in sport from various
perspectives such as governance communication and marketing examining cases
from around the world and from a wide range of different sporting contexts each
chapter reflects on key insights derived from stakeholder theory before
offering an analysis of the limitations of the theory and the ways in which it
might be fruitfully extended or developed it offers suggestions on how the
literature on stakeholding in sport can be advanced in order to provide
knowledge relevant not only to sport studies but also to organisation theory
more broadly and points to future avenues of inquiry in order to extend the
reach of stakeholder theory and other inter organisational perspectives in
sport management research stakeholder analysis and sport organisations is
fascinating reading for any advanced student researcher policy maker or
practitioner with an interest in sport management sport governance sport
development or organisational theory

Stakeholder Analysis and Sport Organisations
2023-11-10

this book examines how the sport industry is adapting to the needs of the
digital first global economy focusing on digital techniques in sport marketing
this volume explores new and emerging technologies and considers how they can
help to build commercially successful and sustainable sport business featuring
the work of sport business and management researchers from around the world the
book shines new light on key aspects of sport marketing such as brand
development consumer behavior and marketing communications illustrated with
informative figures throughout it presents cutting edge case studies and new
research on digital marketing covering topics including the metaverse and video
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games esports athlete endorsement digital immersion social media equity
crowdfunding digital fandom and dark market brands global in scope this book is
fascinating reading for any student researcher or industry professional looking
to deepen their understanding of digital marketing in the context of the global
sport industry

Digital Marketing in Sports 2015-05-14

the olympic movement began with the ancient olympic games which were held in
greece on the peloponnesus peninsula at olympia greece it is not clear why the
greeks instituted this quadrennial celebration in the form of an athletic
festival the recorded history of the ancient olympic games begins in 776 b c
although it is suspected that the games had been held for several centuries by
that time the games were conducted as religious celebrations in honor of the
god zeus and it is known that olympia was a shrine to zeus from about 1000 b c
in modern time the olympic movement attempts to bring all the nations of the
world together in a series of multisport festivals the olympic games seeking to
use sport as a means to promote internationalism and peace this fifth edition
of historical dictionary of the olympic movement covers its history through a
chronology an introductory essay appendixes and an extensive bibliography the
dictionary section has over 1000 cross referenced entries on the history
philosophy and politics of the olympics major organizations the various sports
the participating countries and especially the athletes this book is an
excellent access point for students researchers and anyone wanting to know more
about the olympic movement

Historical Dictionary of the Olympic Movement
2017-03-27

bringing together many of the most influential scholars in sport and media
studies this book examines the diverse ways that media influences our
understanding of the world s most important sport events dubbed sports mega
events it sheds new light on how these events have been changed by the media
and have in turn adapted to media to further their brand s cultural influence
focusing on the central concept of mediatization the permeation of media into
all spheres of contemporary life the book presents original case studies of
major events including the olympics fifa rugby and cricket world cups tour de
france super bowl world series monaco grand prix wimbledon and many more
written from a truly international perspective this is a seminal work in sport
and media studies that reveals the growing political economic and cultural
influences of sport mega events in contemporary society sport media and mega
events is an essential text for any course on the sociology of sport event
management sport marketing or featuring a cultural communication or media
studies approach to sport

Sport, Media and Mega-Events 2013-11-20

the handbook of the london 2012 olympic and paralympic games is the first
authoritative and comprehensive account of the world s greatest sporting and
cultural event it tells the complete story of the 2012 games from inception
through the successful bidding process and the planning and preparation phase
to delivery the post games period and legacy written by a world class team of
international olympic scholars the book offers critical analysis of the social
cultural political historical economic and sporting context of the games from
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the political commercial and structural complexities of organising an event on
such a scale to the sporting action that holds the attention of the world this
book illuminates the key aspects of the 2012 games helping us to better
understand the vital role that sport and culture play in contemporary global
society the book is divided into two volumes volume two celebrating the games
examines the period of competition and immediately afterwards covering key
topics such as london welcomes the world hospitality and the look of the games
experiencing the games spectators tourists volunteers shoppers viewers media
and communications running the games creating olympic celebrities protesting
the games commerce retail and consumption documenting london 2012 in films and
books the legacy of the 2012 games for london the uk and the olympic movement
richly illustrated with the personal accounts of key stakeholders from sports
administrators and politicians to athletes and spectators and including
essential data and evocative visual material this book is essential reading for
anybody with a personal or professional interest in the olympic and paralympic
games global culture or the development of sport

Handbook of the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic
Games 2021-11-18

this book provides students and event managers with an insight into the
strategic management of sports events of all scales and types from
international mega events to community sport introducing key theory and best
practice it offers a practical step by step guide to planning organizing
managing and evaluating events now in a fully revised and updated fourth
edition the book explains the importance of adopting a strategic approach
showing how to implement strategies that lead to successful outcomes over the
short and the long term it uses international case studies in every chapter
from the nba and nfl to formula 1 and the english premier league offering real
world insight into both larger and smaller events in addition woven throughout
the book are a series of in depth studies of several olympic games the ultimate
sporting event and an important point of reference for all practising and
aspiring event managers the book covers every key aspect of the sports event
management process including sports organizations such as the ioc fifa and
world athletics and their interactions with event partners the media and
promoters short term and long term benefits of the planning process event
impact and legacy operational functions including finance ticketing transport
venues it human resources and security marketing and communications including
social networking and new media the bidding process research and evaluation
this new edition includes expanded coverage of digital and social media the
social impact of events sustainability security entrepreneurship employability
and much more it is an essential text for any sports event course and
invaluable reading for any student or practitioner working in sport business
sport management sport development or event management the textbook is
supported by useful online resources including additional case studies and exam
questions for each chapter

Strategic Sports Event Management 2012-12-20

the olympics the basics is an accessible contemporary introduction to the
olympic movement and games chapters explain how the olympics transcend sports
engaging us with a range of contemporary philosophical social cultural and
political matters including peace development and diplomacy management and
economics corruption terror and activism the rise of human enhancement ethics
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and environmentalism this book explores the controversy and the legacy of the
olympics drawing attention to the deeper values of olympism as the olympic
movement s most valuable intellectual property this engaging lively and often
challenging book is essential reading for newcomers to olympic studies and
offers new insights for olympic scholars

The Olympics: The Basics 2012-04-11

a comprehensive state of the art reference collection bringing together an
authoritative and international line up of scholars to examine key social and
political issues related to the olympics an essential one stop volume for a
wide range of academics students and researchers

The Palgrave Handbook of Olympic Studies 2020-04-08

how did the olympics evolve into a multi national phenomenon how can the
olympics help us to understand the relationship between sport and society what
will be the impact and legacy of the olympics after tokyo in 2020 understanding
the olympics answers all these questions by exploring the social cultural
political historical and economic context of the games this thoroughly revised
and updated edition discusses recent attempts at future proofing by the
international olympic committee ioc in the face of growing global anti olympic
activism the changing geo political context within which the olympics take
place and the olympic histories of the next three cities to host the games
tokyo 2020 paris 2024 and los angeles 2028 as well as the legacy of the london
2012 olympics for the first time this new edition introduces the reader to the
emergence of other games associated with the ioc the winter olympics the
paralympics and the youth olympics it also features a full olympic history
timeline many new photographs refreshed suggestions for further reading and
revised illustrations the most up to date and authoritative textbook available
on the olympic games understanding the olympics is essential reading for
anybody with an interest in the olympics or the wider relationship between
sport and society

Understanding the Olympics 2021-04-18

in this sixth edition of television sports production regional emmy award
winning producer jim owens walks readers through the planning setup directing
announcing shooting and editing involved in covering a sports event originally
written as a training guide for entry level broadcast staff at the olympics
this manual gives readers the tools they need to effectively cover sports from
ice skating to motorcycle racing throughout owens breaks down all aspects of
the production process revealing the techniques that producers and directors
use to bring sports to a worldwide audience chapters further include tips and
advice on using the latest technologies and tools such as production trucks
remis smart phones mobile units cameras audio equipment and lighting rigs
featuring new instructive illustrations and sample forms as well as
testimonials from experienced professionals in the business this new edition
gives readers an inside look at how the experts produce live or recorded
television and sports coverage this comprehensive book is essential reading for
intermediate and advanced students looking to learn how to successfully produce
sports broadcasting
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Television Sports Production 2019-10-29

featuring scholarly perspectives from around the globe and drawing on a legacy
of television studies but with an eye toward the future this authoritative
collection examines both the thoroughly global nature of television and the
multiple and varied experiences that constitute television in the twenty first
century companion chapters include original essays by some of the leading
scholars of television studies as well as emerging voices engaging television
on six continents offering readers a truly global range of perspectives the
volume features multidisciplinary analyses that offer models and guides for the
study of global television with approaches focused on the theories audiences
content culture and institutions of television a wide array of examples and
case studies engage the transforming practices technologies systems and texts
constituing television around the world today providing readers with a
contemporary and multi faceted perspective in this volume editor shawn shimpach
has brought together an essential guide to understanding television in the
world today how it works and what it means perfect for students scholars and
anyone else interested in television global media studies and beyond

The Routledge Companion to Global Television
2013-09-13

encoding the olympics assembles a uniquely representative international team of
media experts to provide a comprehensive review of the global impact of media
and cultural communications associated with the beijing 2008 olympics
commissioned by the ioc this pioneering comparative study the largest in
olympic games research provides a ground breaking panoramic cross cultural
perspective on media responses to the leading sports event of the modern world
the representative team that undertook the study includes media commentators
and political analysts sport and media journalists sinologists and observers of
the asian pacific rim academics in olympic studies and media and communication
studies scholars of the cultural and sociology studies of sport and festival
and events managers encoding the olympics provides a unique encyclopaedic study
that will serve as a versatile resource at several levels as a textbook or
source reference for academic institutions media public relations agencies that
facilitate the work of inter cultural exchange organisations and international
communication departments of multinational enterprises and international ngos
this volume analyses global media responses to a mega sport event on a scale
never before attempted this book was previously published as a special issue of
the international journal of the history of sport

Encoding the Olympics 2012-07-26

the olympic games have become the definitive sports event with an unparalleled
global reach and a remarkably diverse constituency of stakeholders from the ioc
and international federations to athletes sponsors and fans it has been
estimated for example that 3 6 billion people about half of the world
population watched at least one minute of the beijing games in 2008 on
television the driving force behind the rise of the modern olympics has been
the olympic marketing programme which has acted as a catalyst for cooperation
between stakeholders and driven the promotion financial security and stability
of the olympic movement this book is the first to explain the principles of
olympic marketing and to demonstrate how they can be applied successfully in
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all other areas of sports marketing and management the book outlines a
strategic and operational framework based on three types of co productive
relationships market network and informal and explains how this framework can
guide professional marketing practice containing case studies summaries insight
boxes and examples of best practice in every chapter this book is important
reading for all students and practitioners working in sports marketing sports
management or olympic studies

Olympic Marketing 2022-01-27

in live sports media the what how and why of sports broadcasting dennis
deninger provides an all encompassing view of the sports television industry
from his own perspective as an emmy award winning producer at espn at a time of
seismic shifts in the industry technological advances and the proliferation of
sports content across multiple media platforms have increased accessibility to
sports events of all kinds across the world shifts in viewing habits and
audience preferences are changing the dynamic of sports media and the sports
industry as a whole the result more power for some sectors and diminished power
for many others to which professionals in the field need to rapidly adapt this
second edition has been substantially updated to explore the impact of covid 19
disruptions on sports and the growth of women s sports broadcasting and
evolving sports as well as political statements made in sports black lives
matter and taking a knee it illustrates the origins impact reach economics
production and presentation of sports on video media including but not limited
to television it takes the reader behind the scenes to describe the forces and
processes that have shaped and continue to change sports content its delivery
and how it connects with fans dennis deninger draws from his experiences as an
expert in the industry to expose how the choices and decisions that are now
being made affect the programming content storytelling production advertising
and delivery of the sports broadcasting that we will see next season and how it
will evolve in the years to come this practical entertaining book provides
insights into sports broadcasting that sports management media and journalism
students and learning practitioners will not find anywhere else

Live Sports Media 2015-04-24

the study of chinese media is a field that is growing and evolving at an
exponential rate not only are the chinese media a fascinating subject for
analysis in their own right but they also offer scholars and students a window
to observe multi directional flows of information culture and communications
within the contexts of globalization and regionalization moreover the study of
chinese media provides an invaluable opportunity to test and refine the variety
of communications theories that researchers have used to describe analyse
compare and contrast systems of communications the routledge handbook of
chinese media is a prestigious reference work providing an overview of the
study of chinese media gary and ming yeh rawnsley bring together an
interdisciplinary perspective with contributions by an international team of
renowned scholars on subjects such as television journalism and the internet
and social media locating chinese media within a regional setting by focusing
on greater china the people s republic of china taiwan hong kong macau and
overseas chinese communities the chapters highlight the convergence of media
and platforms in the region and emphasise the multi directional and trans
national character of media information flows in east asia contributing to the
growing de westernization of media and communications studies this handbook is
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an essential and comprehensive reference work for students of all levels and
scholars in the fields of chinese studies and media studies

Routledge Handbook of Chinese Media 2016-10-14

the berlin olympics august 14 1936 german rowers dominant at the games line up
against america s top eight oared crew hundreds of millions of listeners
worldwide wait by their radios leni riefenstahl prepares her cameramen
grantland rice looks past the 75 000 spectators crowding the riverbank above it
all the nazi leadership flush with the propaganda triumph the olympics have
given their new germany await a crowning victory they can broadcast to the
world the berlin games matched cutting edge communication technology with
compelling sports narrative to draw the blueprint for all future sports
broadcasting a global audience the largest cohort of humanity ever assembled
enjoyed the spectacle via radio this still novel medium offered a liveness a
thrilling immediacy no other technology had ever matched michael j socolow s
account moves from the era s technological innovations to the human drama of
how the race changed the lives of nine young men as he shows the origins of
global sports broadcasting can be found in this single forgotten contest in
those origins we see the ways the presentation consumption and uses of sport
changed forever

Six Minutes in Berlin 2016-12-18

at the 1996 atlanta olympics great britain ranked thirty sixth in the medals
table finishing below countries like algeria belgium and kazakhstan it was
their worst ever record a dismal performance labelled a national disgrace but
then something happened in sydney in 2000 and then athens in 2004 team gb
achieved a much more respectable tenth place by 2016 in rio they finished
second above china and russia with sixty seven medals how have they so
convincingly reversed their fortunes in game changers we meet the coaches and
sports scientists who rethink how sport is analysed and understood how athletes
train and perform under pressure in liverpool in the 1980s a motley group a
mathematician a physiologist a psychologist and a former olympic basketball
player began to pioneer new ways of tracking performance over the decades that
followed performance analysis came of age becoming an essential component of
any elite team from english premier league title winners manchester city to
america s cup high performance sailing teams using a hybrid of scientific
method and trial and error scientists have uncovered the tenets of accelerated
learning the mechanics of physiological adaptation the organisational
principles behind elite teams the understanding of how hormones and environment
affect performance these discoveries are not confined to athletic endeavours
they are universal and reveal what it takes to win not only in sports but are
applicable across a wide range of disciplines including business leadership and
education

Juegos Olímpicos, televisión y redes sociales
2018-08-30

the routledge handbook of mega sporting events and human rights is the first
book to explore in depth the topic of mega sporting events mses and human
rights offering accounts of adverse human rights impacts linked to mses while
considering the potential for promoting human rights in and through the
framework of these events drawing on the contributions of an international
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group of leading researchers practitioners and advocates the book introduces
key concepts in human rights and considers how they relate to ethical social
managerial and governance issues in contemporary mses from inclusion and
welfare to corruption and sustainability it examines the role of key
stakeholders in the delivery of mses including organising committees sport
governing bodies governments athletes sponsors and broadcasters as well as the
role of activists and advocates and presents historical and contemporary case
studies of human rights as an active issue in mses the book provides new
perspectives on human rights as a lens for understanding modern sport and as a
guiding principle for responsible sport that protects the interests of
individuals and communities as well as offering guidance on best practice it is
essential reading for all advanced students researchers practitioners
policymakers and stakeholders with an interest in organisation and delivery of
mses as well as general sport management sport policy sport governance the
ethics of sport event management political science development studies ethical
business or the significance of sport in wider society

Game Changers 2023-10-04

for nearly 40 years torkildsen s sport and leisure management has been the most
comprehensive and engaging introduction to sport and leisure management
available to students at all levels now in its seventh edition it is still the
only textbook that covers all the key topics taught within contemporary sport
and leisure management courses this new edition includes expanded coverage of
the practical managerial skills that students must develop if aiming for a
career in the sport and leisure industry from planning and managing people to
marketing entrepreneurship and the law it includes four completely new chapters
on the global sport and leisure economy historical development cross sector
collaboration and management consultancy reflecting important developments in
contemporary sport and leisure this edition retains the hallmark strengths of
previous editions including in depth discussion of the social and cultural
context of sport and leisure full analysis of the public private and voluntary
sectors and a review of key products and services richly illustrated throughout
with up to date evidence data case studies and international examples each
chapter also contains a range of useful pedagogical features such as discussion
questions practical tasks and structured guides to further reading and
resources this is an important resource for students working in fields such as
sport management sport business sport development leisure management and events
management dedicated online resources offer additional teaching and learning
material for students and lecturers

The Routledge Handbook of Mega-Sporting Events and
Human Rights 2022-11-01

this book undertakes a critical examination of commercial rights to sports mega
events focusing on sponsorship the exclusivity of such rights and the legal
implications of the modern mega event sponsorship model it examines ambush
marketing of events and the law s treatment of ambushing specifically in the
form of sui generis event legislation in a review of 10 major jurisdictions
selected on the basis of the importance of the events they are to host in the
near future or have hosted recently and the relevant domestic legislation it
critically examines the legitimacy of such commercial rights protection by
means of the use of laws in the context of accepted principles of intellectual
property law competition law and human rights law specifically it questions the
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legitimacy of the creation of statutory association rights to mega events and
considers potential future developments in respect of the law s treatment of
mega event commercialisation valuable for practitioners and academics in the
fields of sportslaw sponsorship marketing intellectual property law sports
administrators sports governing bodies corporate sponsors of sports and other
events potential mega event host governments and law makers civil rights
organisations

Torkildsen's Sport and Leisure Management 2012-06-06

this book focuses on the emergence and expansion of media markets high
performance sport s transformation by and effects upon cold war dynamics and
inter relations and the implications of the treaty of rome for an emerging
european identity in sport as in other areas it traces the connections between
the forces of ideological division economic growth leisure consumption european
integration and the development of european sport and examines the role of
sport in the changing relationship between europe and the us illuminating a key
moment in global cultural history this book is important reading for any
student or scholar working in international studies modern history or sport

Ambush Marketing & the Mega-Event Monopoly 2013-06-17

annotation sport has become a global business this text examines the economics
of contemporary sport using the global market as the primary unit of analysis

Sport and the Transformation of Modern Europe 2012

the olympic games are the world s most complex and challenging sport mega event
to organize managing the olympics is the first ever attempt to bring together
the world s leading olympic management researchers in one book and draws on the
latest research into the management challenges faced by the organizers and key
stakeholders of the games

Towards Olympic Games 3.0 2013-07-23

this book analyses the relationship between the olympic games with its ethos of
openness and collectivism and the security concerns and surveillance
technologies that are becoming increasingly prevalent in the organisation of
public events

The Global Economics of Sport 2016-04-29

international perspectives on the management of sport is the first multi
contributed book that addresses the various aspects of sport management by some
of the most brilliant experts throughout the world drawing on the knowledge of
international sport management gurus this book provides cutting edge ideas from
those at the forefront of the industry a particular emphasis is placed on the
rapidly evolving fields of organizational theory and economic policy and their
relation to sport contributors include wladimir andreff laurence chalip jean
loup chappelet packianathan chelladurai rodney fort bill gerard dennis howard
trevor slack and many others
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Managing the Olympics 2007-07-11

the routledge handbook of sport management is the most up to date and
comprehensive guide to theory and practice in sport management ever published
it provides students and scholars with a broad ranging survey of current
thinking in contemporary sport management exploring best practice in core
functional areas and identifying important future directions for new research
key topics covered in the book include managing performance marketing human
resource management the economics and finance of sport strategy managing change
governance of sports organizations customer relations branding and retail with
contributions from leading scholars and professionals from around the world the
book illustrates the global nature of contemporary sport business and
highlights the opportunities and challenges for managers operating in an
international market place representing a definitive survey of contemporary
issues in sport management this is an essential reference for all students
scholars and practitioners working in sport

Surveilling and Securing the Olympics 2013-03-01

this book is the first academic contribution that deals with international
taxation of income sources from sports events using an interdisciplinary
approach with in depth analysis of both sports law and international tax law it
is notably the first academic work to conduct a thorough analysis in the fields
of international taxation of esports sports betting as well as illegal unlawful
income sources that may be obtained in relation to a sporting event such as
kickback payments after describing the general methodologies of income tax and
vat from an international standpoint defining key terms such as esports and
bidding procedure the book examines in detail the taxation of the services that
are rendered and the goods that are sold thereby the income obtained in
relation to an international sports event from both income tax and vat
perspectives also analysed are government funding in the sports sector along
with its taxation modalities as well as specific tax exemption regulations
enacted for the purposes of mega sporting events highlighting the absence of an
acceptable level of certainty in the field of taxation of international sports
events the work makes pertinent suggestions as to the future of international
sporting event taxation law with international appeal this comprehensive book
constitutes essential reading for tax and sports law scholars

International Perspectives on the Management of Sport
2020-07-28

east asia is increasingly prominent within global sport in the short period
between 2018 and 2022 it will have held two winter and one summer olympics and
the rugby world cup for good measure this is not a sudden development it has
been in train for some time although many scholars especially in europe and
north america have been focussed primarily on sport in their own countries and
regions j a mangan who for decades has been looking closely at sport in east
asia while encouraging others to do likewise has made a major contribution to
knowledge and understanding of a once under appreciated subject this excellent
collection in his honour analyses the key interwoven elements of sport media
and nation in china japan and south korea it demonstrates how the structure and
practice of sport connects in myriad ways with its representation not least
with regard to national narratives international rivalries and transnational
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trends it is a book that does signal justice both to east asian studies and to
the academic who recognised the importance of sport to that field and who has
done so much to ensure that the region is centrally placed within any
contemporary analysis of the world of sport david rowe emeritus professor of
cultural research institute for culture and society western sydney university
professor mangan is the master dissector of the connections between sport and
politics geopolitics and nationalism across multiple asian contexts a
collection of essays in honour of his long service to academic understandings
of these fields is well deserved and the editors and contributors to this
volume have served up a worthy tribute showcasing new work by a stellar cast of
china japan and korea experts in combination the papers collected here yield
valuable insights into the issues of nation building identity media
representation and sport which have been the subject of professor mangan s
pioneering work over the past several decades no one has done more to put east
asia on the map in terms of academic research on the manifold socio political
dimensions of sport and this superbly constructed volume orchestrated by rising
tianwei ren confirms that we neglect this fascinating complex region at our
peril jonathan sullivan director of china policy institute and china soccer
observatory associate professor school of politics and ir university of
nottingham

Routledge Handbook of Sport Management 2019-03-01

the routledge handbook of sports journalism is a comprehensive and in depth
survey of the fast moving and multifaceted world of sports journalism
encompassing historical and contemporary analysis and case studies exploring
best practice as well as cutting edge themes and issues the book also
represents an impassioned defence of the skill and art of the trained
journalist in an era of unmediated digital commentary with contributions from
leading sports media scholars and practising journalists the book examines
journalism across print broadcast and digital media exploring the everyday
reality of working as a contemporary reporter editor or sub editor it considers
the organisations that shape output from pr departments to press agencies as
well as the socio political themes that influence both content and process such
as identity race and gender the book also includes interviews with and
biographies of well known journalists as well as case studies looking at the
way that some of the biggest names in world sport from lance armstrong to
caster semenya have been reported this is essential reading for all students
researchers and professionals working in sports journalism sports broadcasting
sports marketing and management or the sociology or history of sport

World Internet Development Report 2022 2020-11-17

athletes first is a slogan the international olympic committee often touts but
the reality is very different as pre eminent olympics expert jules boykoff
shows in this book while the world s attention is riveted by the triumphs and
tribulations on their screens there is much that goes on behind the scenes that
is deeply troubling athletes are increasingly voicing concerns over physical
mental and sexual abuse and they are collectively expressing grievances around
equity and human rights outside the stadiums problems range from the democratic
deficit and corruption surrounding the awarding of the games to displacement of
people and gentrification of neighbourhoods to make way for olympic venues to
the environmental damage that olympic construction inflicts and then tries to
greenwash away boykoff tells us that radical steps are required if the games
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are to be fixed and only then will they be truly athletes first

International Taxation Law in Sports Events
2024-03-26

Media, Sport, Nationalism

Routledge Handbook of Sports Journalism
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